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The most powerful, compact and safest of its kind.

The Pitbull Compact Loader is a unique product with extra attention 
for safety, quality and power. It’s a compact and very versatile 
machine - perfect for big jobs in small areas. 
 
PITBULL
►  P-Z boom 

Due to the unique construction of the boom with a combination 
of P- and Z-kinematics the boom has a high breakout force and 
optimum parallel guidance.

►  Rocking axle   
The rigid pivoting point in combination with the swiveling  
rear axle make the Pitbull very stable and suitable for  
working on uneven surfaces.

►  Axles 
The very srong 12.000 kg Dana Spicer axles are able to carry over 
3 times the weight of the Pitbull. This provides maximum capacity 
and an extended lifetime of the axles.

►  Motor 
The 4 cylinder Kubota V1505 motor is the heart of the Pitbull. 
Standard this engine provides 36 HP, the turbo version even 
provides 45 HP.

X SERIES
►  Extremely suitable for working in old stables or  

when low areas have to be passed.
►  Extremely suitable for work where safety is guaranteed.
►  Also perfectly suitable for gardeners, road construction  

or other labours where a mini-loader is needed.
►  Due to its compact and light weight design the Pitbull  

is extremely suitable to be used at any location.
►  The low weight of the machine makes sure there are  

no limitations on transport of the machine.
►  Available in many different colours.
►  Always with 4-point safety roof and telescopic safety brackets.
►  Easy to use and very accessible, also for maintenance.
►  Only A-components from known brands are used,  

Kubota, Dana Spicer and Linde, this guarantees A quality.

Compact Loader X-Series

https://peetersgroup.com/en/
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Check our latest price lists for all machine options, available for free at peetersgroup.com/en/pricelists-download

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
►  12.000 kg Dana Spicer axles with 45 % differential blocking  

on the front and rear axle
►  X Series - 36: Drive motor with fixed stroke volume, 

X Series - 45: Variable drive motor
► Cardan shaft with disc brake
►  Hydrostatic transmission
►  450 Bar Linde high-pressured system

►  Working hydraulics: max. 50 l/min
►  Hydraulic quick-change
►  IBT cooler
►  ROPS/FOPS safety roof
►  Trelleborg 400/50-15 T463 tyres
► Painted in Pitbull red, chassis in Pitbull grey

Type A B C D E F G H I J K L M N Weight Lifting 
capacity

Outer radius 
(without bucket)

Weight x 100kg mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm ⁰ ⁰ ⁰ mm kg kg mm

Pitbull X24 1624 3100 3620 1240 2140 2250 3270 2830 800 30 50 38 35 1250/ 
1500 2400 1800 2600

Pitbull X27 1624 3150 3670 1240 2140 2250 3270 2830 800 30 50 38 35 1250/ 
1500 2700 2300 2600

Pitbull X28 1624 3150 3670 1240 2140 2250 3270 2830 800 30 50 38 35 1250/ 
1500 2800 2400 2600
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